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Directions and Prep

•Print and laminate for durability.
•Make multiple copies of the spring scenes. 
• Single-step directions, directions with single modifiers and 
.multiple modifiers accompany the black and white
Spring scene. 

•The multi-step directions accompany the colored spring scene.
•The second page of multi-step directions (1-10) accompany the

black and white page with spring objects.  

Thank you to the following for 
their graphics.  

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/the-tlc-shop

This piece of work was created and belongs to Golden Bear Speech. Please do not 
download for others but refer them to my store at : 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/store/Goldenbearspeech





1. Find the bird sitting on the ground. 
2. Find something that is yellow and shines. 
3. Find something that waters plants. 
4. Find a bird standing on one leg. 
5. Find something that is filled with air. 
6. Find something that has black spots. 
7. Find something that has a trunk, branches and leaves. 
8. Find a bird holding a flower. 
9. Find something that you can fly on a windy day. 
10.Find something that flies. 

Single Step Directions



Directions with modifiers

1. Color the balloon blue. 
2. Color the bird sitting on the ground yellow and pink. 
3. Color the sun yellow. 
4. Color the trunk of the tree brown and the leaves green. 
5. Color the ladybug red. 
6. Color the bird standing on one leg purple. 
7. Color the kite green and blue. 
8. Color the watering can orange. 
9. Color the butterfly pink and green. 
10. Color the bird holding a flower blue and the flower red.

Directions with multiple modifiers
1. Color the watering can pink and the ribbon brown.
2. Color the ladybug’s body yellow and her head orange. 
3. Color the balloon with purple dots. 
4. Color the middle of the sun yellow and the rays red and orange. 
5. Color the feathers of the bird standing on one leg blue and the body green.
6. Color the trunk of the tree black and the kite blue. 
7. Color the flower the bird is holding pink and the bird blue. 
8. Color the body of the butterfly red and the wings yellow. 
9. Color the leaves on the tree green and yellow. 
10. Color the eyes and beak of the bird sitting on the ground orange and the rest of it purple. 





Multi-Step Directions

1. Touch the tree trunk, then touch the yellow ladybug. 
2. Touch something yellow, then touch something blue. 
3. Touch the bird sitting down, then touch the largest ladybug. 
4. Touch the butterfly in the top corner, then touch the bug under the tree.  
5. Touch the bird standing on one leg, then touch the kite. 
6. After you touch the biggest flower, touch the smallest ladybug. 
7. After you touch the duck, touch the sun. 
8. After you touch 2 cherries, touch the blue flower next to the tree.
9. After you touch the pink bug above the tree, touch the green bug under the tree. 
10. After you touch the butterfly under the sun, touch the bird standing on one leg.  
11. Before you touch the sun, touch the green ladybug. 
12. Before you touch the smallest flower, touch the duck. 
13. Before you touch the blue bird sitting down, touch the butterfly in the corner. 
14. Before you touch the green bug, touch the top of the tree. 
15. Before you touch the red ladybug, touch the 3 cherries.  
16. Touch the tree, yellow ladybug, and the kite. 
17. Touch the small flower, the bird sitting down, and the sun. 
18. Touch the duck, big butterfly, and the small green bug.
19. Touch the biggest flower, the green ladybug, and 2 cherries. 
20. Touch the bird on one leg, the pink bug, and the duck. 





Multi-Step Directions

1. Draw a circle around the single cherry and color the smiling sun orange. 
2. Draw a line under the sitting duck and color the beak blue. 
3. Draw square around the biggest bug and color the tree trunk brown. 
4. Color the bird standing up yellow and the flower pink. 
5. Color the clouds of the rainbow blue and the single cherry red. 
6. Color the duck standing up yellow and bow on the kite orange. 
7. Put a line under the sun above the tree and a circle around the sun below the tree. 
8. Color one stripe in the rainbow green, another one purple, and one more red. 
9. Color the sun under the tree yellow and the 3 cherries red. 
10. Color the smallest bug pink and the tree green.  
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